Checklist to Assess the Accessibility of Polling Places

Polling places must be accessible to all voters, including to people with special needs and disabled people. Accessibility must be ensured in terms of both the physical and information space. The checklist is a tool for rural municipality and city governments to assess the adequacy of the locations of polling places. The checklist also provides an overview of the adjustments to be made by the time of a referendum or a municipal council election where it is impossible to set up a polling place in a fully accessible building. 

The requirements for buildings arising from the special needs of disabled people have been provided for in a Regulation where the numerical values for the requirements set out in the checklist can be found as necessary The requirements for buildings arising from the special needs of disabled people.- RT I, 31.05.2018. Available online: https://www.riigiteataja.ee/akt/131052018055.

Criterion assessed
Yes
No
Public transport and parking


The building where the polling place is located can be accessed by public transport


The building has parking spaces for the vehicles of disabled people


Obstacle-free access from the parking area to the main entrance of the building is ensured





The access route and entry to the building


The route to the building and the main entrance are marked with direction signs


The entry to the building is accessible by a ramp


The ramp has handrails and a level anti-slip surface


The ramp has sufficient width (minimum 1.1 m)


Wheelchair users can cross the door threshold of the building independently


The outer door of the building opens automatically or can be opened easily


The entry through the outer door is open, i.e. the door is not locked, or not only opened by door phone





The access route to the polling place in the building


The polling place is on the same floor as the main entrance of the building


The polling place (where it is not on the same floor as the main entrance) is accessible by a lift or ramp 


The route from the main entrance to the polling place has sufficient width (minimum 1.5 m)


The access route to the polling place is free of any obstacles, including door thresholds, that cannot be crossed in a wheelchair


The inner doors of the building open automatically or can be opened easily


The route to the polling place is marked with direction signs


The interior premises of the building have sufficient lighting





Movement in the polling place


There is sufficient space to move wheelchairs and other mobility aids in the polling place


The polling place accommodates seats for voters who may need to rest


The polling place has sufficient lighting
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